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Media Interpretation



What do we need?



Ontologies

•  Tbox
•  Abox

 a:C / C(a) … a ∈ C
 (a,b):R / R(a,b) … (a,b) ∈ R

•  Rules (Datalog)



Interpretations = Metadata (1)



Interpretations = Metadata (2)



Querying metadata

•  Queries:

•  Results : 
  {                                    }
  {                                                                      }
  {   (url3,                                                                           ) }

•  Exploit Tboxes:



How to derive metadata?



Image analysis

•  Assumption:  
Result of image 
analysis represented 
as an Abox



Querying for a pole vault?

•  Image will not be found
•  Reason:

 Pole vaults are not directly visible
 There is no Abox individual  

for a pole vault
•  Idea: 

 Pole vaults are “constructed” to explain 
the spatial configuration of a person, a 
bar, and a pole



Explanation via abduction

•  Compute some set of assertions    
such that

•  The knowledge base
•  The set of observables



In our setting

•  Image analysis leads to an Abox

•  The last assertion should be explained

•  The Abox is split into parts Γ1 and Γ2



Side conditions

• Minimality
•  Consilience



Example Tbox



Abduction as query answering

•  Abduction equation

•  Entailment of assertions as answering 
boolean queries w.r.t. Tboxes and 
Aboxes



Abductive query answering

•  The answer should be true!
• What must be added to the Abox to 

ensure this?
•  Idea: Look at the rules

 Assumption: The rules define the set of 
abducibles

 Apply the rules in a backward-chaining 
way



Backward-chaining

•   

•   

•  Determine a substitution for variables
  Match HEAD with the query

•  Expand rules
  Check all combinations for unbound variables (including new 

individuals)
  Role of the Tbox: Discard inconsistent Aboxes obtained by 

substitutions
•  No recursion allowed



Example



Preference measures

• When more than one explanation is 
found, the criteria for selecting the 
best explanation are:
 Simplicity

 Ss(∆) = | ∆ |
 Consilience

 Sc(∆) = | { α ∈ Γ1 : O ∪ ∆ |= α } |  

•  In total
 Sω(∆) := ωSc(∆) – (1 – ω)Ss(∆) 



Architecture



Fusion

•  Goals:
  Disambiguation
  Rule out possible interpretations

•  Information  
accumulation  
(for better  
query answering) 

Kajsa Bergqvist clears 2:06 in Eberstadt 



Explicitly represent the 
document structure

image1 

depicts depicts 

IND-11 

caption1 

depicts 

hasCaption 

pname1 perf1 

“Kajsa Bergqvist” 

hasValue 

personToPerformance 

personNameToPerformance 

“2.06” 

hasValue 

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 



Exploit the document 
structure

•  Abduction is used to find explanations for the 
relations between the multimedia objects

•  We assume the following rule  

    hasCaption(X,A) :-  
           Image(X),  
           depicts(X,Y),  
   Caption(A), 
   depicts(A,B), 
   same-as(Y,B) 



Structure identification

image1 

depicts depicts 

IND-11 

caption1 

depicts 

hasCaption 

pname1 perf1 

“Kajsa Bergqvist” 

hasValue 

personToPerformance 

personNameToPerformance 

“2.06” 

hasValue 

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 

isAdjacent 

hasPart 



Also: Intra-modality fusion

•  Example (two sentences):
 “This car has always been in a garage.”
 “It always worked well.”

•  Disambiguation required:
 It is the car that worked well, not the garage
 The car is indeed a good one (not a one that 

always was in a repair shop)
•  Fusion: 

 “This car” = car_1
 “It” = thing_1
 Gives rise to abducing car_1 = thing_1
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